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effect appears   In Melanesia on the edge of this region the
climate forms a transitional type between that of the main
land and the mid Pacific trade wind type   The annual range
of temperature is very small sometimes one degree only and
the rainfall in some islands is very low because of the
presence of cold off shore currents
The distribution of the native peoples is an important
factor in the development of these regions Owing to the
stepping stone arrangement of the islands and the restless
adventurous disposition of certain coast dwellers the East
Indies present a great mixture of types The ease of access
to the coastal regions is in marked contrast to the difficulty
of penetrating the mountainous interiors and as a conse
quence the coastal and the inland peoples are in most cases
of different races The dark skinned woolly or frizzy haired
people who inhabit the forest interior represent the early
arrivals while the lighter and very different immigrants of
a later date are represented in the Malay or Hindu commum
ties of a much higher type living on the coasts and lowlands
This of course is a very general statement that does not
nearly account for the great human diversity found in
Malaysia a diversity that has its origin in geography The
islands are but the piers of an ancient land bridge which
once connected or almost connected Asia and Australia
The racial groups were marooned on the piers as the bridge
sank
It seems likely that early waves of migration from Asia
washed over a far more extensive terrain than now exists
in the south east The tropical forests were then far more
extensive and it can be easily realized from a map how little
crossing of water was involved. Those earliest adventurers
were quite possitty tree-dwellers short and small in build
The rmasants of tfeese people are the pygmies with the

